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The Love Story
•

St. Clara

Behind the 1846
Swiss Colony in
St. Clara, West Virginia

by Marsha R. Robinson

There are so me stories that we want to believe . This is the
story and history of Clara J. Levassor, of two Frenchmen who loved
her, and of the Swiss colony around the town of St. Clara, Doddridge
County, West Virginia. The story begins in the French Revolution .

Romantic Frontier Folklore?
According to the story that has built up over the years, Clara
was the daughter of Eugene Levassor, an officer in Napoleon I's army.
Levassor was a refined gentleman and friend of Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart. When Napoleon fell from power, Levassor gathered his
wife and children and fled to Santo Domingo. After a few years, he
moved to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to Parkersburg, West Virginia,
and finally to Cincinnati, Ohio , where he opened a general store in
1820. There, he greeted hi s old friend, the Marquis de LaFayette.
Eventually, he settled in Covington, Kentucky, where he built a fine
mansion, one worthy of a land baron .
According to folklore, Levassor moved so far from France in
order to stop Clara's suitor, Joseph Hubert Diss Debar, from pursuing
the marriage. Undaunted, Debar chased the object of his affections
across the ocean until he found her in Parkersburg and won her consent
to wed. She was only seventeen years old and he was nearly thirty but
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she could hardly have resisted this continental " distinguished looking
gentleman, wearing a Van Dyke beard, dressed in a cloak and high
silk hat, twirling a cane." Sadly, Levassor's apprehensions proved
prophetic for Clara died in childbirth the following year. Debar not
only lost his true love, he also bid farewell to their son, Joseph,
Jr., as his grieving in-laws thought it best to raise their grandson
in Cincinnati where he could enjoy a grandmother's affectionate
upbringing. Debar kept Clara's memory alive by naming a Swiss
colony after her. 1
This is an amazing, sensational, romantic, and glamorous
love story from the rough and tumble American frontier of the Ohio
River Valley. It is a true story approaching the level of folklore. This
article returns the story to the pages of history.

The History of Her Story
The story really did begin in France. Jean-Baptiste Eugene
Levassor was born in Rouen, France, in 1789 which makes him a
child of the French Revolution. Given that Napoleon's army included
a million soldiers and suffered high casualties toward the end, there
is every chance for Levassor to have been at least a captain.
Eugene shared a name with a hero of the American and
French Revolutions, Admiral Louis Rene Madeleine Levassor de
La Touche-Treville. Louis-Rene Levassor joined the French Navy
at the age of thirteen when he served on his father's ship. He later
joined the army and was a member of the cavalry in Martinique and
Saint-Domingue (Haiti). He fought on the side of the United States
during its Revolution, participating in the Battle of Yorktown. Under
Napoleon, Louis-Rene fought a naval battle against the British again,
taking on Horatio Nelson. 2 Louis-Rene also knew Lafayette. Efforts
to bolster the romance of the folklore failed to document a familial

1

"Diss Debar Created State Seal of W. Va ." Parkersburg News and Sentinel. June
20, 2013; Allison Jones, "Covington's First Family of Music: the Levassors of Wall ace
Woods ," Bulletin of the Kenton County Historical Society (July/A ug. 2012); "Story
about One of the State 's Most Interesting Characters," West Union Record, Jan . 28,
1941.
2
William Stewart, Admirals of the World: a Biographical Dictionary, 1500 to the
Present (Jefferson , NC: McFarland & Co, 2009), p. 96 .
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol52/iss1/4
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connection between Eugene and Louis-Rene. However, veterans of
either revolution may have made such a connection in their own
minds while shopping in Eugene's Cincinnati store.
Following the French Revolution and the fall of Napoleon I,
Eugene made a new start in life. He married Sophie in 1816 and the
couple soon moved to Santo Domingo. 3 Sources are unclear if this
was a move to Saint-Domingue as in Haiti or to Santo Domingo in the
Dominican Republic. It could have been Haiti but his name may not
have carried much social goodwill for the Admiral was remembered
for defeating Toussant L'Ouverture. This may explain why Eugene
moved to Philadelphia and the western portion of Virginia. While
there, Eugene bought thousands of acres of land and then moved on
to Cincinnati.
Two obituaries claimed that Eugene arrived in Cincinnati in
1820 and opened a store. However, Eugene was not listed in Harvey
Hall's The Cincinnati Directory for 1825. Eugene did not appear in
any directory until 1829, and there was listed as a merchant at 74
Lower Market Street. 4 This is also the year in which Clara was born
on July 6,just after the nation's birthday.

The History of His Story
Joseph Hubert Diss Debar was born on March 6, 1820, in
Alsace, France. His father was a "superintendant of the estates of
the great Prince Cardinal de Rohan" according to historian Elizabeth
Cometti. 5 If his father was Joseph Diss, then the Diss name was
associated with one of the greatest scams in modern history- the
Affair of the Diamond Necklace in which the Cardinal had been tricked
into purchasing a diamond designed for Queen Marie Antoinette that
was so expensive that even Louis XVI would not purchase it for his
wife. A woman posing as the "Countess de La Motte" forged the

3
No title, Kentucky State Journal, Newport, Kent., Nov. 8, 1881; "Sudden Death,"
Daily Commonwealth, Covington, Kent., Nov. 7, 1881.
4
Harvey Hall, The Cincinnati Directory for 1825 (Cincinnati: Samuel J. Browne
at the Emporium Office, 1825); Robinson and Fairbank, The Cincinnati Directory for
the Year 1829 (Cincinnati: Whetstone & Buxton, 1829) .
5
Elizabeth Cometti, "Swiss Immigration to West Virginia, 1864-1884: a Case
Study," Mississippi Valley Historical Review 47 , no . 1 (June 1960) , p. 70.
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Queen's signature on the delivery receipt and handed the diamond
to a "valet" to deliver to the Queen. The valet was actually the fake
Countess's real husband and the two made off with the diamond. 6 To
make matters worse, the real Countess was illiterate.
If this was indeed the same prince for whom Debar's father
worked, then he was raised to manage the assets of very wealthy men.
To that end, Debar became fluent in German, Spanish, English, and
Italian with an ability to read Greek and Latin. He developed such a
skill in sketching that he even convinced Charles Dickens to pose for
him while the two were crossing the Atlantic in 1842.7 Why take such
a crossing if his father had been so well connected? After the French
Revolutions, a career of serving wealthy men may have had a limited
future in France. Debar moved to Boston and found opportunity.
Joseph Hubert Diss Debar became a land agent, a developer,
and eventually the official commissioner for immigration for the
State of West Virginia. As with any historical event, more than one
version has evolved. In a narrative recorded by Margo Stafford on
an application to place the Gamsjager-Wysong Farm in St. Clare on
the National Historical Register in 1986, she presented a version in
which the lands around St. Clare were part of the lands of James
Swan who had purchased 1,079,724 acres at two cents per acre. When
Swan died in 1831, one John Peter Dumas of Paris was appointed
trustee to liquidate the lands. Debar was charged with selling 10,000
acres. 8
In another version of the story, Thomas Wilson obtained a
patent to 60,000 acres of land in Virginia on December 30 , 1795. He
sold the entire patent to Scot-born financier James Swan, colonel,
Son of Liberty in the American Revolution, and 1797 resident of
Massachusetts. Swan moved to Paris in 1798 and fell into much
debt due to litigation over a financial matter with a German investor.
The case resulted in Swan's imprisonment from 1808-1830 and his
untimely death shortly thereafter. 9 John Peter Dumas was hired as
6
Jonathan Beckman, How to Ruin a Queen: Marie Antoinette and the Diamond
Necklace Affair (Boston: Da Capo Press, 2014), pp . 264, 197-200.
7
"Story about One of the State's Most Interesting Characters."
8
Margo Stafford , "National Register of Historic Places Inventory - Nomination
Form: Gamsjager-Wysong Farm , Jan 10 , 1986. www.wvculture.org/shop/nr/pds/
Doddridge/86002181.pdf.
9
"Col. James Swan ," Niles' Register, June 18 , 1831 , p. 285.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol52/iss1/4
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attorney to liquidate Swan's assets to satisfy Swan's debts in France
and he proceeded to do so. With respect to the lands in Virginia,
the Virginia legislature reclaimed the lands in 1838 to satisfy back
taxes, but by special act on March 15, 1838, the legislature agreed to
transfer the remaining land to Dumas as attorney in fact charged with
liquidating the land . 10
In either case, there were large tracts of undeveloped forest
land to be sold and many families in an unstable Europe looking for
opportunity . According to Stafford's sources, Dumas hired Debar
in 1846 to sell 10,000 acres of land. 11 According to court records, 12
Dumas passed away in 1842 which is the same year in which Debar
sailed from France to Boston. Debar either had received a commission
from Dumas before he died or he was sent by Dumas' heirs or clients
to pursue the liquidation of a portion of the lands.
Here is where the romantic story might have begun. The story
claims that Joseph and Clara met in France. It is quite possible that
Eugene and/or Sophie had taken their children, Clara and Armand, to
France to visit the old country and the family. It is possible that Eugene
heard about the Swan lands while he was there and saw an opportunity
to acquire large tracts of land . It is a fact that Eugene purchased
thousands of acres of land in Kanawha, Lincoln, Jackson, Wood, Wirt,
and Monongalia Counties in western Virginia and that Eugene and his
family lived for a while in Parkersburg at the intersection of Seventh
and Quincy Streets on the eastern side of the Ohio River. 13 It is also
known that Debar moved from Boston, Swan's former hometown, to
Parkersburg where he began selling Swan's lands on commission. He
arrived in Boson in 1842. If his reason for migration was finding Clara,
then he was very slow about it for he did not marry her until 1846 in
the French colony of Marietta, Ohio. Nevertheless, the marriage was
the beginning of a promising family business.

10
Randall v. Jaqu es et al. , Quarterly law Journal. District Court W.D. Virginia
(1857) in Th e Federal Cases Comprising Cases Argued and Determined in the Circuit
and District Courts of the United States , Case No. 11 ,553 , Book 20, (St. Paul: West
Publishing Co ., 1895) , p. 228.
11
Stafford , "National Register."
12
Randall v Jaques et al.
13
"Diss Debar created State Seal ofW. Va ." Parkersburg News and Sentinel, June
20, 2013; "Story about One of the State's Most Interesting Characters."
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From Opportunity to Remorseful Obligation
The present research began with a collection of letters
written in French to Eugene Levassor. 14 The letters are in the Special
Collections of the King Library at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio.
At the time that the letters were written, Cincinnati, Ohio, was the
nearest major metropolis to Miami University. The letters began as
windows to the nature of Eugene's mercantile business but concluded
with insights to his real estate holdings. During the course of the
letters, the relationship of Debar and Levassor emerges.
The first letter from E. Lane! is dated April 8, 1864, from New
York. Mr. Lanel informed Levassor that a special order of merchandise
was en route to Levassor's customers in France and it seems that
this is a first shipment from Lanel to Paris. He complained about the
shipping cost ($66.50) and about the import duty being "exorbitant,"
so much so that he "considered it outright thievery." The appraiser at
the port set such a high value on the merchandise that Lane! called it a
"fantasy" price. Lane! expected Levassor to reimburse him in full for
the unexpectedly high shipping costs. "I advise you to clearly indicate
the number of my postal box, which is no. 993, on the envelope." A
detailed bill was included with this letter. 15 Lane! wanted no excuses
from Levassor about the delivery of his funds.
The next letter was from Debar. Debar wrote in French but
Levassor inventoried the letter in English, marking the envelope
with "This lettre [sic] was received on the 14th and answered on the
15 th of March 1867." The envelope was postmarked in Parkersburg,
W.V., on March 13 with a three-cent stamp . Communication between
Parkersburg and Cincinnati could only have been quicker by telegraph.
It has been many years since Clara passed, and Joseph Jr. was nearly
an adult but still residing with Levassor. Debar's letter was dated
March 12, 1867, from Parkersburg.
"My dear Monsieur Levassor!" he began with a level of
respect that suggests that Debar did not feel worthy of speaking as a
son-in-law. The letter was one in a quick series of correspondences
14

All translations of the letters are my own and I accept responsibility for any
errors in my interpretations.
15
"E. Lanel to E. Levassor," April 8, 1864. Miscellanea, Special Collections,
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol52/iss1/4
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regarding the possible sale of one of Levassor's farms at Spring Creek
to a horse racing club at a mortgage valued at $10,000. The problem
was that one of the club members wanted to share the commission on
the sale of the property. This club member, referred to as Monsieur
N, had the impression that he was Levassor's agent on the sale rather
than Debar. Debar complained of feeling duped, of having expenses
that he needs to recoup, and of not knowing Levassor's intentions.
He signed the letter, " my dear Monsiuer Levassor with sincere
devotion." 16 Debar depended on a filial priority with Levassor.
In the next letter, Levassor's investment talent becomes clear,
for Debar was writing about the problem of getting the federal court
to survey Levassor's land around Spring Creek. The in-laws had a
team of lawyers. One was Mr. Lee who failed to file a timely request
for the survey with the court according to the clerk at Clarksburg,
even though Debar had spoken to Lee directly more than once about
requesting this survey. Lee had too many clients, according to Debar,
who suggested his personal attorney, Mr. Harrison, who was handling
his affairs regarding the Jean Pierre Dumas matters. Levassor's
property was before the court, and the judge charged with the matter
had recommended a civil engineer. Meanwhile, Debar reported that a
Mr. Davis brought in some mineral specimens from Levassor's land.
The samples showed that the reported marble was only white clay
and flint. It was also reported that the land on the Little Kanawha,
though , might yield a lead mine which could produce items to be
worked by Mr. Lovett, who was the local smelter at the armory. He
signed the letter, "Please receive, my dear Monsieur Levassor, the
assurance that you have my sincere devotion, J H Diss Debar." 17 The
loyalty of a son-in-law continued. The remaining letters are focused
on business matters about surveys, tenants, potential sales, evictions,
and geological findings.
In this group of eight letters, only one struck a familial cord.
The letter was dated December 26, 1867, and written on printed
letterhead from the Office of the Commission of Immigration for
West Virginia, Parkersburg, West Virginia. Debar is now, as listed on
16

"J. H. Debar to E. Levassor," March 12, 1867. Miscellanea, Special Collections,
Miami University, Oxford , Ohio .
17
"J. H. Debar to E . Levassor," April 20, 1867. Miscellanea, Special Collections,
Miami University, Oxford , Ohio.
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the letterhead, the State Commissioner of Immigration, Notary Public ,
Topographical Surveyor, and able to help with the purchase and sale of
West Virginia lands, corresponding in English, French and German. He
opened, "My dear Monsieur Levassor, I have not received news from
you since my last of August 16. I hope that this lapse is not attributed to
some slight and that you are commencing the new year [sic] with good
spirits and goodwill for those who are part of your family. Please accept
on this occasion my most sincere wishes for you, Madame Levassor and
the other members of your family." 18
This is the first mention of his former mother-in-law. There is
no mention of his son by name in this or any of the letters. Given the
amount and rapidity of correspondence that took place, one hopes that
the letters not included in this collection contain some sign of affection
and concern for Joseph Diss Debar, Jr. Oddly, there is no sign that this
letter was received or answered personally by Levassor. There may have
been a health concern or the failure to mention Joseph, Jr., in a belated
Christmas letter may have been one slight too many for the boy and
grandfather.

Remembering St. Clare
The bond between Debar and Levassor may have begun
in France as a business matter but the family tie also held. Debar
remarried and had several children with his new wife. However, Clara
was buried in Riverview Cemetery on Juliana Street in Parkersburg
where Debar lived. 19 One cannot know from these letters if Debar
rejected his son or blamed him for Clara's death. One can infer from
Debar's formal deference to Levassor that he may have felt remorse
for marrying Clara against her father's wishes, a decision that deprived
his business partner of his only daughter. This truly romantic story is
a tragic one between father and son-in-law. Could any amount of land
sales compensate for the loss or generate enough funds to support
Joseph, Jr.'s financial needs? The only emotion that Debar mentioned
in his letters over the years is this: sincere devotion.

18
"J. H. Debar to E. Levassor," December 26 , 1867 , Miscellanea , Special
Collections, Miami University, Oxford , Ohio.
19
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol52/iss1/4
8
"Story about One of the State's Most Interesting Characters ."
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That filial devotion led to the creation of a community that at
its peak had a population of 3,000 people but very few of them remain
as of the writing of this essay. "In a narrow West Virginia hollow [is] the
long faded community of St. Clara in Doddridge County, established
in 1846 by Joseph Diss Debar." A few houses remain, as does the
Krenn School built in 1897, the Catholic Church with its bronze statue
of the crucifixion that was imported from France in 1921. Debar is
also responsible for the founding of Helvetia, another Swiss colony
in Randolph County. 20 Historian Elizabeth Cometti wrote a detailed
history of Swiss colonization in West Virginia, but her narrative began
with Helvetia as the first colony. It is a result of Debar's circulars
printed in English and German and his later publication of his West
Virginia Handbook and Immigrants Guide in 1870.2 1 Rather than
repeat Cometti 's work, this essay seeks to add a prologue.
St. Clare Cemetery, Doddridge County, is a testimony to the
ethnic diversity of the town over the years. The information that follows
is taken from the website www.findagrave.com. There were several
German-speaking families but they were not all from Germany.
The Swiss families include the following settlers:
Mr. Suffere Frey (b . 1830 in Switzerland)
Mr. Johann Hunkier (b . 1822 in Pfaffnow, Luzern)
Mrs. Mary A. Blum Hunkier (b. 1832 in Switzerland)
Ms. Franzi ska Kreyenbuhl (b. I 8 I 9 in Switzerland)
Mr. Johann Kreyenbuhl (b. 1814 in Switzerland)
Mr. Vincent Kreyenbuhl (b. 1828 in Switzerland)
Lucy Kreyenbuhl Wanstreet (b. in Switzerland)
Mary Agness Kreyenbuhl Wanstreet (b. 1859 in Switzerland)
Mr. Bernard Herman Staarman (b. Switzerland I 853)
Mrs. Louise Hunkier Staarman (b . Switzerland 1865)
Mrs. Juliena Kreyenbuhl Determan (b. Switzerland, 1863)

The families that are listed as German include the following
settlers:
John Henry Brown (b . Germany)
Bernard Droppelman (b. Germany)

20
Bob Weaver, "Around the Bend - Magnificent Crucifixion Statue, Faded Santa
Clara German-Swiss Community," The Hur Herald , April 20 , 2014 .
21
Cometti, "Swiss Immigration to West Virginia."
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Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Staarman Droppelm an (b . Germany)
Johann Herman Bernard Maybury (b . Germany 1817)
Mrs. Anna Mari a Wan street Maybury (b. Germany 1822)
Anthony Miller (b. Germ an 1823)
Christian Schulte (b. Germany 1812)
Mrs. Julia Schulte (b . Germany 18 16)
He rman Staarman (b. Hanover, Germany 1823)
Elizabeth Wanstreet Brown (b. Germany)

Other family names whose birthplaces were not identified as Germany
or Switzerland include the following: Ahouse, Allman, Aman, Bode,
Cooper, Curtis, Determan/Detterman , Dombroski , Fisher, Flesher,
Gain s, Galmi sh , Haid , Harkins , Harri s, Helmick , Hener, Lunsford,
Mauldin , McFadden , Rieg, Ruppert , Shephard , Spray, Sweeney.
Holland , Ireland , and other parts of West Virginia and the United
States are among the identified birthplaces .

Conclusion
The pioneering Swi ss families who came to St. Clare in
Doddridge County, West Virginia , found other German speakers and
were helped by a German -s peaking land agent named Joseph Hubert
Di ss Debar. The story of Debar, whose father had worked for the
brother of the French King and whose land baron father-in-law was
friend to Mozart 's so n and to the Marqui s de Lafayette , is one of
nostalgia for old world nobility with new world optimism for selfmade men. Debar is known as the man who desig ned the seal of West
Virginia and as a founder of colonies, especially Swiss ones.
Debar was human , though , and he was a widower deprived
of hi s young bride for whom, according to lege nd , he crossed an
ocean. This collection of evidence supports the love sto ry as much
as it supports an interpretation that Debar was a cold, ingratiati ng
opportunist who used a teen age girl to work hi s way into life-time
employment for a Cincinnati version of a wealthy prince. While the
rom antic tale is not borne out by the correspondence studied for this
essay, there is enough evidence to support the narrative of the love
sto ry that produced a Swiss colony in West Virginia.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol52/iss1/4

~ Marsha R. Robinson,
10
Miami University

